Remote Access Software
Multiple users in Teams
PN: SBRASPAR

Excellent remote access graphics software

60FPS, UHD Video Streaming
Perfect Absolute & Relative Mouse
Handling
Single Link Screen Sharing
Gamepad Support
Optimized Text Display Through Constant
FPS Mode

Smooth Remote Desktop Streaming
Responsive 60 FPS UHD remote desktop access, and
low latency sync between audio and video. There's no
creative project Parsec can't handle
Limitless Use Cases, No Hardware Required
Give up the virtual machines. A single download, and
you’re back at work (wherever you are), using the
tools & software you need
Stay in Sync

Multi Screen Streaming

Sharing your screen with a colleague is as simple as
sharing a link. It's faster than walking over to someone's
desk

Full Drawing Tablet + Pen Support

Break Free from Your Workstation

Enhanced Color Quality With 4:4:4

Creative professionals in film, animation, game design,
and graphics have always been tied to their studios.
Finally, work from anywhere without losing productivity

Encoding
Admin Panel & Reporting
SAML Login

Secure Workflows
Two–factor authorization, admin machine
management, and peer–to–peer, encrypted
connections that never touch our backend mean your
project's safe with us

Support included
• Helpdesk
• 1 hour response
• Some one to talk to
when you need
Strongbox will configure
and set up Parsec for you
with security for any
number of users on teams

PRICE PER USER P/MTH

£25.00 + VAT

www.strongboxtechnology.com
info@strongboxtechnology.com

Telephone a person 0845 8888 555
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